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Abstract: The poster presents (1) the concept of a project for plagiarism prevention as well as its five spheres of activity—research, strategy, teaching and training, procedures, and information. It may inspire other participants to think about new fields of activities regarding plagiarism at their own institution. Also it provides an insight, how broad an effective strategy against plagiarism needs to be designed. One goal of the project was to develop material, which can be used by instructors, departments, and institutions. (2) In addition, a selection of results and materials, which have been developed by the project, will be presented: examples of educational materials are worksheets for the use in class, a playful test for students about their working habits, FAQs about plagiarism, an educational video clip; other examples are a proposal for a workflow for detecting and sanctioning plagiarism, or a more sophisticated declaration of authorship. Some of the materials will be “take away-materials” for the participants of the conference, others will be available via internet. All of them may be used under a Creative commons-license.
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